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Practice Quiz 3: Subjects and Verbs
Write the subject and verb of each of the following sentences in the space provided.
 

Subject Verb

    1.  Please stop that noise.

    2.  Americans are famous for their optimism.

    3.  There are many opportunities for graduates in data 
processing.

  4.  Some young couples have decided to move to more rural 
areas to avoid the pressures of city living.

    5.  Where is your parents’ summer cottage?

    6.  Bar Harbor and Galveston have excellent beaches.

    7.  Cody won $10,000 in Las Vegas.

    8.  At the top of the Blue Ridge Mountains is Skyline Drive.

    9.  Everyone has a radio in his or her car.

  10.  Unfortunately, rich desserts are loaded with calories.

  11.  At the end of the long, dark road stood a haunted house.

  12.  Have you ever thought of visiting New York City?

  13.  Joseph Conrad, a native of Poland, proved to be a major 
English writer.

  14.  Jealousy and envy are not admirable emotions.

  15.  Swimming and jogging are good for you.

  16.  Bruce Springsteen, a rock singer, is from New Jersey.

  17.  There are many advantages to traveling abroad.

  18.  In many southern states, the cost of living is less than that 
in northern states.

  19.  Plants and flowers add a homey atmosphere to any 
apartment.

  20.  Uncle Kareem, as well as Aunt Zara, enjoys spending the 
summer at the shore.



Name ________________________________________ Date  _______________________________

 

Practice Quiz 3: Answers
1.         (you)                            stop

2.         Americans                   are

3.         opportunities               are

4.         couples                        have decided

5.         cottage                         is

6.         Bar Harbor, Galveston have

7.         Cody                            won

8.         Skyline Drive               is

9.         Everyone                     has

10.       desserts                       are loaded

11.       house                           stood

12.       you                              Have thought

13.       Joseph Conrad             proved

14.       Jealousy, envy             are

15.       Swimming, jogging     are

16.       Bruce Springsteen        is

17.       advantages                  are

18.       cost                              is

19.       Plants, flowers            add

20.       Uncle Kareem                 enjoys 
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